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About This Game

今日から一緒に日本語を勉強しましょう！

Disclaimer: All in game characters are 18 years old or older.

Welcome to Tokyo most prestigious school for young foreign students: Koto Gakuen.

Enter your first year at Koto Gakuen and discover Japanese language through easy to learn lessons and compelling mini games.
Meet new friends and unveil their story and maybe find love through your adventures.

Love Language Japanese is the very first Visual Novel/Dating Simulator offering a learning experience to start your journey in
the world of Japanese language.

Created to help you bootstrap your Japanese language learning ability, Love Language is a fun way to start your studying
adventure!
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Love Language Japanese is a smart blend between a Visual Novel/Dating Sim and an E-learning experience. Through 90 in-
game days learn Japanese every weekday morning and use your free time to roam the map in search of new adventure, new

friends and perhaps new love.

In Love Language you will go through a full trimester program at Koto Gakuen, a prestigious language school for foreign
students in Tokyo. During these 90 days it will be your choices that will define where and with who you end up.

Your new life in Japan awaits you! Everything is going your way and the most prestigious Japanese school for young foreigners
open its door to you...That is until they uncover your little deception. Live a full adventure of discovery, learning, love and face

many challenges to become a true student of Koto Gakuen.

Meet Helen, Sarah, Miyuki, Professor Saito, Dean Oyama and many other characters. Discover their life, their goals, their
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passions and fears and maybe find love with one of them. Every day of your adventure chose who you will spend time with and
who you will give your heart to!

Discover and learn Japanese through more than 50 lessons and tests. love Language Japanese was created to help you bootstrap
your Japanese learning ability and give you a great base to go further! Read, listen, understand the meanings and test yourself all

through the game with bit sized lessons.
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Title: Love Language Japanese
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Papurika.moe
Publisher:
Initiative Media
Franchise:
Love Language
Release Date: 11 Jan, 2019
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Awesome wave shooter! More content was added and has made it one of the best horror wave shooters available.. There just
isn't much to the game. The tutorial doesn't tell you half of what you need to know, and the campaigns are bascially non existant.
If you want it for a purely multiplayer game, then I guess it's woth playing, but probably not worth the price.. Great graphics
style, from what I could see some great ideas for physic puzzles in a 2d platform. The character of the game comes across well,
with the cute character freeing fellow animals from the evil hunters. Unfortunately the jumping in the game is so unresponsive
you have to mash the jump button in the hope it will jump making the game near impossible to do the simplest thing
Youtube Video. Exploring a world, talking to people, interacting with objects, and acquiring weapons\/magic is exactly what I
want to be doing in VR. Although this game doesn't do it particularly well, at least it's doing it and that gives me some hope for
the future. Check out this quick 25 minute demo and recommend it if you like it: that'll let developers know what we want, and
hopefully put some polish on the barebones ideas like this to make real games.. Scary but not scary...how can I explain it. Very
intriguing game.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtN4JfZ0o_w. Worked my way through a season already. Not much here yet. You can hire
and fire drivers and crew chiefs, do a very basic R&D of a car, and simulate races. This game has much potential, but in its
current state is very lacking, even for an early release. You can't finish a season, so one and done is all you get. You can't run
multiple cars in a race. If you want to help the game develop, get it. If you want a more refined game before you play, wait..
basically just serious sam with a heavy metal soundtrack and demons.. A great game with solid controls. It can be difficult at
times but overall it's fun, plus it gives you that challenge that feels SO good to overcome.. can you make the animation better
and the view of aiming if you want this game to become famus this the list that you need to do
1.gameplay new guns and new skill and fair play people that new dont know how to select muchine guns so it's not fair or
playable for new people.
2.how you aim and some bugs fixes.
3.items it's a very useful funtion to have items that restore health and ammo so you must work on this very hard.(i mean super
hard)
4.chatting boxes you need more improvement about chatting in game and you should need some tips on the chat while playing.
5.surcure and save you must ensure that no hackers can hack this game i see some people can.
6.tutoral how to play and funtions some thing like run animation look left look right animation sneak(very useful for sneak).
7.if you are are update and the list that you do from above i will be very thankful and fair for all keep on working : ). First off,
this is not for everyone. Try the demo as they have suggested.

I'll start with the basic con: As a starter pack, it is a bit basic at the moment, so I can't wait to see how they expand. All the maps
are flat, with no mountains or folliage supplied to you, with basic scripts. The more you know how to modeling, makeing
images\/textures, music, sounds, and can script, the more you will get from this.

That said...

I have been messing with a small game with a few simple maps and unit types with positive results. I've been able to import
some random meshes I found on the web to see how it works, and have imported my own music and images into it. The price
now for "as is" might be a little high, so I'm looking forward to updates.

If you really are second gussing, go to their forums and read it. It's not complex, but it's not exactly plug and play. But aren't any
systems like this that way? You have to be willing to put in effort into it yourself to learn the ins-and-outs.
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Tried this game out. I've played version 1, version resurrected and now this one. It's a bunch of the same old stuff. It still suffers
mindblowing bugs. Getting stuck. No strafing. Glider bug still works. You can still get past the mechanic of running out of
stamina. running half the map for some food that's no where to be found. They had a team of beta testers of which more then
half of the users themselves were cheaters when the game was previously known as Nether: Resurrected and the version before.
The owners are still active cheaters themselves running around showing activity on UC. Fredaikiz, everyone knows it. The kids
running this game, because yes, they are still kids, have no clue what they've been doing. All they care about is praising their
FAC. Which was formerly MLG. Used in other games such as the new z. MLG was used in more games however, all titles that
were rushed and left for dead. The New Z is the only game however that the owners of this game decided to shape up and call
their own. But not before the owner decided to make cheats for it, lol.
If you know the titles Shattered Skies, Aftermath, Last Man Standing. These are titles they have been associated with aswell.
Look how these titles turned up. They weren't the owners of the games but did lend their services each and everytime Artemis
decided to shape up something new and find ways to get people to buy and fall for their shady practices.
The game was released 2 hours ago from writing this, it had a 163 in players at best. Weekend is arriving so I'm sure more
people will join, but this will never be a game with many hundreds of players. Just a bunch of old fanboys who can't let go of
what they knew about Nether. They will hammer down the bambi's who will then leave and it'll become a new nether title with
nothing to offer. This launch was a waste from the get-go and marked for doom as soon as they announced it's return.

I've also been checking out the people that vote this game up. A bunch of them are the beta testers themselves telling others to
put a thumbs up in the discord channel only to give this game a positive rating. Their opinion is biased and shouldn't be taken
seriously.

The only good thing about this game is that it doesn't have hackers, but who in their right mind would create cheats for a game
with 70 people playing on average?. It's been very hard for me to decide if this game is worth recommending.

You know that moment in a horror movie when you're watching the main character go into some dark, scary room where you
just KNOW the monster/killer is hiding? You know how you want to scream at them, "don't go in there, you moron!" This game
will make you feel like that, but you are the moron going into that stupidly scary dark place.

This game is undoubtedly a scary experience, and my first one of such in VR. I will not praise it on its game design in general,
but in the context of VR, it does what it sets out to do.

Playing it in VR is scary, and quite unnerving, however, this is not because the game itself is particularly scary or well-made.
Rather, VR does the scaring. If you ripped the game out of VR, the best you would get is one or two cheap jump scares and a
rather boring maze crawl.

That being said, playing this will put you on edge. It will scare you. You will quit like a little ♥♥♥♥♥ the first time you have to
walk through a door. The jumpscares I mentioned do exist, but the way the developer crafted this game, within the context of
VR, makes them the least fightening part. There is an absolutely frightening atmosphere of sounds and experiences throughout
that will cause you to have the feeling of "why am I here; I should not be here". The sense of being in this place is what is truly
scary.

I recommend this with the following notes. Having played it, I would not pay more than $5.00 for it. For the price, it works and
is scary. Get this game if you want to experience the new baseline in horror games. This not-that-well-made game, is scarier
than every single horror game I've ever played on a monitor. Get this game if you want to scare the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of your
friends.
. Getting better after every patch........ I give this game a positive recommendation, however I reluctantly refunded this title for
one main reason: The game felt too simple and didn't seem to require much effort... That said, this is the best feeling flying
simulation I have used in VR. The cockpit is wonderful looking, and the two motion controller steering is just wonderful. Nice
to be able to use motion controllers in a flying sim. I loved the feeling of just flying around, but things like planets felt fake (you
bounce off them) and I swear I flew right through an asteroid. Aiming feels funny as well - but again, this game came out on top
as far as the feeling it gave me.. Great game, I believe that once they rework the way that multiplayer works this is be one of the
most interesting and fun 1v1 games out there. I personally had an issue with multiplayer but a lot of other haven\u2019t. I will
be waiting until there is a fix and not refunding the game because it is worth it.. heehe miss the old days of gaming plays^_^.
Nice mix of Freecell + RPG elements. Very long.. Fun little game...It has bullet tracking like Sniper Elite so that makes it alot
of fun...great hit box,shoot in the leg and track blood trail...also tons of gear and guns to choose from...atv's..horses....the bears
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will also eat you ;-{. Great game. Remenbers the good old days of sega beat em ups.. Played a little, got frustrated by some main
menu options (sound level regulation not always working, windowed lobby) and had a blast playing the game. Needs some
polishing, but hey, it's early access and fun at that.
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